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Champions!
across
campus
Thanksgiving recess hours for the library are as follows : Wednesday, November 23, 8 a.m. to 10 p.m.; Thursday and
Friday, November 24 and 25, closed ;
Saturday, November 26, 1 to 5 p.m. ; and
Sunday, November 27, 1 p.m. to
12 midnight.

•
At its meeting on November 16, the
Academic Affairs Committee agreed to
discuss three issues that the Planning
Board had referred to it: (1) Life experience credit, (2) all-college academic governance, and (3) the institutes. The
fourth issue, cross-college programs, will
be incorporated in other issues the committee has agreed to discuss.

•
Advance registration for the winter
term will take place in the Multipurpose
Room of the Campus Center on November 28, 29 and 30 and December 1 and 2
from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. In addition, it will
be held from 5 to 7 p.m. on Monday, November 28.

•
Because of the Thanksgiving holiday,
all student time cards for the pay period
ending November 19 are due in the Payroll Office by noon today, November 21.
They should be hand delivered if necessary
to meet the deadline. The college will be
closed Friday after Thanksgiving Day.

•
Limited bus service will be available
during the interim between fall and win·
ter terms for anyone wishing to commute
to campus. There will be one morning run
arriving at 7:50 and one late afternoon
run leaving at 4:34. The routes and times
are the same as the current schedule. Service will be provided Monday through
Friday, Dec'ember 9-23. The fare is 35
cents one way. The full operating schedule resumes January 3, 1978.
This service will also be available during
winter/spring and spring/summer breaks.
Schedules of the break bus runs are available from Buzz 206 and the Business
Services Office.

Great Lakes Conference champion Grand Valley State surprised the odds makers when
it defeated Wayne State University on Saturday, November 12, by the score of 6-3.
Riding on the strength of two fourth-quarter field goals by Roger McCoy, the second
with two seconds remaining in the contest, Grand Valley won its first conference
football title. In their preseason poll, league coaches had picked Grand Valley to finish
no higher than fifth place.

'Marat/Sade' Opens Tuesday
" The Persecution and Assassination of
Jean-Paul Marat as Performed by the
Inmates of the Asylum of Charenton
Under the Direction of the Marquis de
Sade," usually known as "Marat/Sade,"
by Peter Weiss, music by Richard Peaslee,
will be performed at Stage 3, 72 Ransom,

N.E., Grand Rapids, November 22-26
(no Thanksgiving performance) and
November 30 to December 10, Wednesday
through Saturday, at 8 p.m.
Stage 3's production, directed by
Michael Birtwistle and music directed by
Dale Oldenberg, will feature Tom Lillard

Summary of 1977-78
General Fund Budget

as Jean-Paul Marat, Dennis Kennedy as the
Marquis de Sade and Roger Ellis as the
Herald.
Lillard, who worked as artist-in-residence at Thomas Jefferson College from
1974 to 1976, has appeared in previous
Stage 3 productions of "One Flew over
the Cuckoo 's Nest," " That Championship
Season," and "A Streetcar Named Desire,"
which he also directed.
Kennedy, an associate professor of
English in the College of Arts and
Sciences, appeared in the Stage 3 production of "The Cherry Orchard" and directed
productions of "Krapp's Last Tape" and
"Play." He will direct the new plays project, a series of plays to be presented by
the Performing Arts Center in the spring.
Roger Ellis , chairman of CAS's theatre
department, is also a stage director for
PAC.
Tickets for the production are $2.50,
general admission , and $1.00 for students
on Wednesdays and Thursdays. For reservations call extension 485, Monday
through Friday, 8:30 to 5, or 454-0481
from 6 to 7 :30 on performance nights .

Grand Valley's general fund income
this year is expected to exceed last year's
by $1,564,297. Tuition increases account
for $499,031 of this amount. An increase
in state appropriation and other incomegenerating
activities
account
for
$1,051,675 and $322,000 respectively .
The Forum asked Lora Robinson , executive director of budgets and planning, to
comment on how this additional income
is being used.

operations throughout a year when tuition revenues fell below levels anticipated.
The costs of these operations then had to
be faced this year . These carry forward
costs, level enrollment and unavoidable
increased costs of current operations in
combination with needed development
costs, put severe pressure on the available
resources ."

She first commented on the tuition
increase by pointing out that this was the
first time in a number of years that growth
had not contributed to added tuition
revenue. She said, "We increased operating
costs while the number of credit hours
generated remained constant; this directly
affected the level of tuition increase
needed to cover costs."

CAS Begins 'Intrusive'
Advising System

She reported that $700,000 of the
$1.5 million increase went into compensation for the current staff and that most of
the remaining $800,000 went into salaries
for current faculty . The $800,000 also
included five new faculty positions, increased allotments for adjunct positions ,
and funding for five positions which were
paid from grants the previous year.
Other sizable increases included an
allocation to the library for purchasing
new books, to A-V for equipment purchases, and to financial aids for the Presidential Scholarship program.
She summarized the year as follows.
"Last fiscal year non-general fund reserves
were used to maintain programs and

This winter term the College of Arts
and Sci'ences will begin a new advising
program, one which is aimed at 100 percent participation by CAS students and
faculty. Assistant Dean Charles Sorensen ,
who has been a prime mover in the development of the system, calls the new
program an intrusive advising system.
"In the past," said Sorensen, "advising
at CAS has been on a voluntary basis. On
the books advisers' signatures were required, but the rule has never been enforced." Sorensen estimated that on the
voluntary system only one third of all
CAS students received any advising before
registration.
"That was OK when we were small,
our programs few in number and our
requirements easily understood ," he said,

"but the institution has grown much faster
than our sophistication in helping students move through it."
Under the new "intrusive" system,
before being admitted to register, every
student must present a specially
numbered IBM card signed by an official
CAS adviser. Students who have declared
a major will pick up their advising cards
from their major departments or schools.
Students who have not declared a major
must go to the CAS Advising Center
located in Room 104, the Commons. Approximately 3,000 students have declared
majors in CAS. The advising center is
responsible for advising 1,100 undeclared
majors.
The purpose of the new program,
(Continued on page 4)
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Energy Consciousness,
Energy Consequences
By Earl Heuer

One of the few themes uniting the
Hardy boys' America, Kipling's England,
and "transform-the-whole-people" China
is that of a consciousness throughout
society that what a person does is both
conditioned by his society and a condition of the continuation of that society.
Such a consciousness does not extend to
us, however. Our actions suggest that we
still think ourselves able to act without
relation to our past or consequence to
our future.
Nowhere is that better shown than in
the response to Lovins' article on energy
alternatives in the October, 1976, Foreign
Affairs. Lovins elegantly demonstrated
that the energy path we have been following - use of more and more energy
made on a larger and larger scale - rather
quickly becomes physically impossible. In
reaction, Oil, Inc., flushed out a study to
prove that Lovins may be wrong, while
the rest of us ignored the matter and
continued to lead individual and institutional lives.
But lead them more consciously, as if
what we do might make a difference? Of

course not! After all, are we to be as selfaware as our grancj.parents, as the imperial
British, or as the revolutionary Chinese?
How needless, since the laws of Heaven
are suspended for us, exclusively. And
yet, if we thought they weren't, at Grand
Valley, say ....
We might find that our attempt to
enlighten the Western Michigan sky by
turning on the GVSC streetlights at 11 in
the morning, 4 in the afternoon, and
various times between, is unnecessary.
Even if a more sensitive photoelectric
switch does cost seven dollars, we might
want to treat ourselves to it, so as to avoid
further offending the Great Lamplighter.
Though she has often failed us here in
Michigan, she, doubtless, does not want
that failure brought to light.
We might question whether searing
football diagrams into athletes ' tender
retinas at 1440 watts (Room 18, Field
House, 27' x 27' white walls, low ceiling)
is really efficient. Providing several
switches so that only some of the lights
need be turned on could work better.
Equally, low wattage electroshock could
serve these limited purposes as well, and

Letter to the Editor
Gil, You and Bakke ¾e Wrong Because...
Computer people emphasize the limits
of their perfectly rational machines with
the phrase GIGO - Garbage In, Garbage
Out. You agreed by stating "where you
come out on an issue depends entirely on
where you go in ." Then you unintentionally applied GIGO to the Bakke case by
starting with inaccurate assumptions.
Gil, you and Bakke do not understand
the role of medical school test scores and
undergraduate grade point averages in
admission decisions. These scores and
grades only identify minimal level of aptitude and achievement necessary for
medical school work. There are several
times more qualified applicants than
openings in American medical schools.
Relative ranking of scores and grades
above that minimum level is in no way
correlated to relative ability to be doctors.
Above this minimum level other criteria
must be considered.
In analyzing other criteria, we must
recognize that a central function of a
university is to contribute to the solution
of social problems. Two problems herein
are access to the medical profession and
the quality of medical service received by
Americans.
The quality of medical service depends
to some degree on how patients and
doctors perceive each other. This doctorpatient relationship is too complex to be
measured by only the "objective" standards you prefer to use . Women clearly
prefer women doctors. Black patients
often express greater confidence and trust
in black doctors. For whatever reasons,
many or most white patients feel less
than secure with doctors from India or
Pakistan .
To improve medical service, therefore,
two policies deserve our support. First,
we need to increase the number of
openings in medical schools so that more
applicants from all minority groups and
women can become doctors. Secondly,
preferential admission of some qualified
applicants is necessary to increase the
number of minority and women physi·
cians until this expansion of medical
schools is achieved.
On the issue of access to the profession, we seem to agree that members of
minorities have been unfairly excluded in

the past and that minorities do not want
to be given access to fields for which they
are unqualified. Now, however, qualified
blacks are denied access to medical schools
which base admission solely on the scores
and GPA's.
Your conclusion that this is proper
competition is wrong for three reasons.
First, universities admit people for many
questionable reasons such as potentiality
of family gifts or ability to throw a football. We need not pretend that academic
ability or achievement criteria prevail.
Deviation therefrom usually lacks any
soci~l justification and is more deserving
of your concern than questions raised by
Bakke. Secondly, I must repeat that these
test scores and GP A's are not the only
relevant criteria in "competing" for who
can best provide medical service. Furthermore, these indicators are culture bound,
non-objective measurements which sum
up the effects of racism, sexism, and unequal resource allocation throughout a
student's academic experience. Their
exclusive use further discourages minority
members from trying to "compete."
Equal opportunity must be based on
relevant criteria. Whether a student received an A or B in organic chemistry,
biology, or physics has little or no bearing
on his or her ability to provide medical
service. The University of California
should be complimented for recognizing
this and attempting to rectify seemingly
objective but in fact unfair admissions
procedures.
Gil, I suggest that your efforts for
equal opportunity will be more fruitful if
aimed at the political issues of medical
education. Our shortage of doctors, the
influx of foreign physicians, and the oversupply of qualified medical school applicants reveal a need for increased social
funding for medical schools. Instead of
attacking an informed state policy, let us
work together to redirect federal priorities
toward medical education and a badly
needed social health care system. We may
also be able to minimize the self-serving
American Medical Association's ability to
constrain the supply of new doctors which
has decreased opportunity for all Americans.
Kenneth Zapp
William James College
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Earl Heuer
also allow any remnant visual acuity to
regenerate.
We might give up the proud pretense
that we can heat the whole outdoors
through radiant energy from warm rooms,
and put up some aluminized mylar
drapes to hide the shame of our window
walls. If drapes wer1f to be installed so as
to be capable of opening and closing (a
revolutionary concept here, but welldeveloped in other times and places), the
user himself could adjust the openings in
response to light and weather. Carrying
the concept further, new buildings on
campus might have windows that the
occupants could open and close. But
that's not within possibility. In the meantime, we shall have to get what poor
ventilation we can from doors· that click
open and stand ajar when someone goes
out fast with an extra shove. Sadly, this
ventilation does not seem to work nearly
so well in spring and fall as it does in the
heat of summer and the dead of winter.
If we wish to think naked as well as
clothed, we could suggest that the
administration replace the showerheads in
the Field House, the dorms, the Ravine apartments, and so forth, with efficient
showerheads. Admittedly, our present 12gallon-a-minute showers will flay the hide
off an ox, so students of the largest college will be reluctant to abandon them and indeed , there can hardly be more
than 2,000 or 3,000 showers taken at
Grand Valley each day, so it may not be
worthwhile - still, we might suggest
trying it . ...
There is no use pressing comparisons
too far . Just because the British imperialists and Freud could find interest in cold
showers, just because the Chinese have
been able to discern capitalist roads in
Communism, we are not compelled to
strain so much . Warm showers are fine.
Capitalist roads we have already . Parking
lots too. It is some comment upon our
non-consciousness that the issue of providing close-in parking has been most
important at GVSC this year. Another
kind of awareness might count the number of cars coming here each day, their
average journey, and the total gasoline,
oil, and goodwill consumed. Or station
work-study students with shotguns at the
gates, to keep out all cars not carrying
three passengers. Or organize car pools, as
Gary Mack has done this year, and congratulations to his efforts in the face of
o'erweening apathy .
My own belief is that the various proposals implicit in my comments wouldn't
hurt our quality of life one bit. It seems
to me they might improve it . . .. I don't
have the hide of an ox, and a more easygoing shower would be to my liking. Of
one thing, though, I am sure: If we don't
make the obvious and easy changes now;
if we don't open our minds to see what
we can do (and then do it); if we keep on
truckin' down a no-exit road - then the
turnoff onto another path is going to be a
whole lot more traumatic than anything
we have yet imagined .
Or than we need to imagine, if only we
will think.
Earl Heuer is a tutor at Thomas Jefferson
College.

Although not all of the returns are in
yet from this year's United Fund drive on
campus, Rosemary Alland, who headed
the drive, reports that both the number
of persons participating and the total
amount subscribed topped last year's
figures .
The most notable increase came in
pledges for Kent County. This year
$6,402.10 was pledged, as compared with
$5,722 .60 last year. The total pledged for
Ottawa County was $5,668.69 . Four
Grand Valley employees living in other
counties contributed $268.84, for a
grand total of $12,339.62.
In all, 298 persons participated. The
average giving per donor was $41.40.
While expressing some regret that
more Grand Valley staff and faculty
members did not participate - fewer than
half of those employed at GVSC contributed - Mrs. Alland did express gratification for the comparatively good
showing and was especially high in her
praise of the small army of captains who
did the actual soliciting .
" They responded in really admirable
fashion," she said. " They got the pledge
cards out, made all the necessary contacts
and in many instances spent considerable
time following up. They did a fine job.
Now we should like to emphasize that
even though the drive is officially over,
we still are accepting contributions and
pledges. Any persons who were absent
while the drive was going on or who overlooked making pledges are urged to do so
now. United Fund agencies need all the
money they can get, merely to hold the
line against inflation and other erosions in
their funds ."

Facuity, Staff
Sketches
Three members of CAS 's biology
department participated in . the annual
convention of the National Association of
Biology Teachers held in Anaheim, California, October 20-23.
Paul Huizenga conducted a workshop
entitled "Smoking Education : K-3 ";
Howard Stein presented a paper entitled
"Regulation: Cell to Ecosystem"; and
Carl Bajema presented a paper entitled
"Using the Sociobiology Controversy to
Bring About a Better Understanding of
the Ecological Causes and Genetic
Consequences of Selection." Bajema was
also a member of the "Ecology and
Human Evolution" symposium at the
convention.
Bajema also participated in the seminar
"The Commission on Population Growth
and the American Future : An Obituary,"
presented by Professor Kingsley Davis at
the Center for the Study of Democratic
Institutions at Santa Barbara , California,
on October 20.
Faite R-P. Mack and Jane Claus, of the
Graduate School of Education, have been
informed that their article, " Reading Skills
and Activities for the Adult," will be
abstracted in the February, 197 8, issue of
R esources in Education. The total docu ment will be included in the E.R.I.C.
Document Collection.

Grand Valley Forum
The Grand Valley Forum is published
on Mondays by the Communications ·
and Public Relations Office, Clarice
Geels, editor. All materials should be
sent to the editor in the Communications Office, Manitou Hall, Grand Valley State Colleges, Allendale, Michigan
49401. Telephone : 895-6611, extension 221 and 222.
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Graduate
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Paul Huizenga displays the posters and "smoking machine," part of the anti-smoking program being introduced into a number of
elementary schools.

CampaignAgainst Smoking
Goes to Kindergarten
When is the best time to start teaching
youngsters the dangers of smoking? Preferably kindergarten, says Paul Huizenga,
associate professor of biology in CAS.
The idea of starting an anti-smoking
program early among school children first
came up two or three years ago, Huizenga
says, when he was a board member of the
Grand Valley Region of the Michigan
Lung Association, which comprises Kent,
Ottawa and Muskegon Counties.
Associations in other states had developed programs for children in the 4th,
5th and 6th grades. Huizenga and his associates believed that a program for children in K-through-3rd grades was feasible.
They decided that what was needed ,
primarily, was something that teachers
could use in the schools. A workshop
was held to encourage teachers to come
up with ideas on how children could be
discouraged from smoking.
Working closely with Huizenga on the
preliminary planning and assembling of
materials were Sheldon Kopper!, associate
professor in the School of Health Sciences; a Grand Valley graduate, Karen
Miller, who now is working on a master's
in reading, and Cheryl Johnson, a graduate who has a master's in reading. Ms.
Johnson and Sharon Dinley, an elementary school teacher in Jenison, became
cochairwomen of the committee named
to get the project under way.
The next objective was to put together
a kit of materials that would serve as the
basis for a week-long curriculum on
smoking and its effects on the human
body. The planners did not want to
attack the problem from a condemnation
standpoint. Instead, they elected to encourage strong attitudes against smoking
for health and related reasons.
They discovered, too, that bringing in
older students to talk to the little kids
about smoking was an effective way to

stimulate interest in and thinking about
the subject.
In testing the program, Huizenga and
his coworkers found it effective to have
the children draw on large pieces of paper
their notion of where the heart, lungs and
trachea are in relation to one another.
The results were not surprising; few
adults, let alone children, realize, for example, that the heart is more in the center of the chest than it is on the left side.
These kinds of experiments helped to determine what the children needed to
learn. Other exercises were devoted to
determining the children's attitudes toward different habits, whether the habits
are good or bad.
The program has been developed on a
series of levels. For kindergartners there
is a film produced by the National Lung
Association. It is called "Octopuff in
Kumquat" and is about a strange creature
who enters a clean town and immediately
sets out to smoke up the place. Eventually the people of Kumquat prevail on him
to reform his ways . He develops a huge
vacuum sweeper that clears the air - to
the delight of the townspeople.
The ultimate result of all the planning
was a kit which includes a curriculum
guide for a 25-minute session for each of
five days {there is a different guide for
each of the grades, K through 3 ); four
posters (pictured in the accompanying
photograph and done from drawings by
Sue Johnson, local art teacher); the smoking machine (more about that later); any
ditto masters that the teachers may need
for duplicating materials; anti-smoking
lapel pins; certificates for children in the
lower grades who have taken part in the
anti-smoking instruction, and transparencies that , used as overlays, show the positions of the heart, lungs and respiratory
tract.
The cost of producing the kits has

been underwritten by the Michigan Lung
Association. Between 100 and 150 of
them will be available for distribution in
the schools in which pilot programs will
be conducted. The project will start next
month in the Grand Rapids area. One of
the schools in the Northview district will
participate, as will the Jenison elementary
school, St. Anthony's in Grand Rapids
and an elementary school in the Grand
Rapids school district yet to be designated.
Huizenga took the first kits to a conference of National Association of Biology
Teachers held at Anaheim, Calif., to try
out the ideas on the teachers themselves.
As a result, kits already have been distributed to some schools in Pennsylvania ,
California and Massachusetts, and Milwaukee has indicated that it would like to
get some.
"It looks now," Huizenga says, "as if
the program will go national, that it will
be taken up by the National Lung Association."
Huizenga is careful to point out that
the program is by no means entirely his
idea. He stresses that he has worked
principally as the coordinator and adviser
and has checked for scientific accuracy all
of the information being used.
As for the smoking machine - that is
strictly Huizenga's invention . It is a small
plastic bottle, about 3½ inches high. He
packs cotton loosely into the opening in
the bottle, inserts a cigarette in the
opening and lights the cigarette. Smoking
is simulated by squeezing the bottle gently
and then releasing the pressure. After a
few minutes the cigarette is extinguished.
But some smoke remains in the bottle as smoke remains in the lungs of cigarettesmokers. And the cotton is discolored by
the nicotine and tars discharged with the
smoke. Adult smokers might want to rig
up a similar "machine" for their own
edification - and, perhaps, physical salvation.

Grand Valley has a number of task
forces set up to investigate and plan new
graduate programs. These groups are
composed of representatives from each of
the colleges or institutes and from the
student body. One task force (on education) has dissolved since the master's program in general education began this fall.
Other task forces working on new programs include those in human services,
health sciences, computer science and
American arts, culture and society .
The Task Force in Human Services has
proposed a master's program in social
work, scheduled to begin in the fall o"f
1978. The program has gone through the
four steps outlined in the Organizational
Manual for the establishment of new
graduate-level units : (1) A perception of
need statement must be submitted to the
Executive Committee of the Senate; (2) a
preliminary study of the field must be
made; (3) ECS must review the study;
and (4) a task force must develop a final
plan.
In the case of the proposed program in
social work, ECS decided not to act on
the task force's preliminary plan but to
employ a full-time director for one year
who would define objectives, work on
curriculum and costs, work with community agencies, and put together an
initial study leading to accreditation.
Natalie Trager has been hired for that
position.
The Human Services Task Force is
also working on programs in criminal justice, which might begin in 1979-80; city
and regional planning, and public policy ,
which might begin in 1980-81. The group
is now working on a core curriculum
which students in any of these four pro grams would take before specializing in
one or the other.
The new master's program in health
sciences scheduled to begin winter term
(see Forum, November 14) was proposed
by the Task Force in Health Sciences.
That group is also working on a master's
program in nursing for possible implementation in the fall of 1979. Additional
programs which are merely in the talking
stage include those in biomedical communications and medical sciences.
President Lubbers has approved a perception of need statement by the Task
Force on American Arts, Culture and
Society, which is currently deciding
whether or not to submit a preliminary
study to ECS. Ezra Gearhart, chairman of
the task force, believes that they will
submit a plan for an American arts program to begin in 1979. According to
Gearhart, a curriculum is being put together consisting of courses in art, music,
history and political science - "an
American studies program with a restricted
definition." The program is not based on
any one undergraduate program but would
use various departments in the colleges.
The Task Force in Computer Science,
also chaired by Gearhart, is looking into
an information systems program rather
than a technology program , but so far is
not convinced of the necessity for developing such a program. The group is now
exploring the possibility of offering a
core of service courses which would be
available to students in all the graduate
programs, which they believe would
demonstrate whether or not a full program is needed. A possible program is
projected for 1979-80 , but Gearhart does
not believe it will begin then since the
group has not yet made a preliminary
study.
Anyone interested in more detailed
information on any of these programs
should contact the representative from
his unit or the chairmen of the groups.

Events On and Around the GVSC Campus
Tuesday, November 22
6:30 to 9 p.m.: Fall Sports Banquet. Campus Center Multipurpose Room.
8 p.m.: "Marat /Sade ." A play by Peter Weiss. Stage 3, corner of Ransom and
Fountain, Grand Rapids. Tickets are $2.50 general admission, and $1.00 for students with I.D. Wednesday and Thursday. Sponsored by the Performing Arts
Center. For reservations call extension 485 between 8:30 a.m. and 5 p.m. On
performance nights from 6 to 7 :30 p.m., call 454-0481.

Job Openings on Campus
Clerical, Office, Technical
Secretary I - TJC. Available immediately. Salary range B, $125-$185 per
week.
Secretary I - To director of social
work program. Available immediately.
Temporary, half-time through June
30, 1978. Salary range B, $3.33-$4.94
per hour.
Secretary III - General Administration. Salary range D, $155-$240 per
week.
Administrative Aide - Development
Office. Available immediately. Salary
range D, $155-$240 per week.
Contact the Personnel Office at extension
215 for more information.
Ottawa County CET A Positions*:
Clerical Aide - Records Office. Available immediately. Salary range B,
$125-$185 per week .
Secretary I - Student Life. Available

immediately. Salary range B, $125$185 per week.
Career Resource and Retention Coordinator - Counseling Center. Salary,
$4.56 per hour. Temporary, through
June 30, 1978.
Handicapped Student Coordinator New Student Programs, Salary, $4.56
per hour. Temporary through June 30,
1978.
Grand Rapids CET A Positions*:
Custodian, First shift. $3.93 per hour.
Clerical Aide (two positions) $3.33 per
hour.
Audio-Visual Assistant, $3 .97 per hour.
Graduation Audit Counselor, $4.65
per hour.
Public Relations Intern, $4.65 per
hour.
* Applicants must meet criteria for
Ottawa County and the city of Grand
Rapids PSE programs.

8 p.m.: Jazz concert by Eddie Russ and ensemble, with Janice Jarrett. Louis
Armstrong Theatre.
Wednesday, November 23
8:30 a.m.: Labor Relations for First-Line Supervisors. A workshop sponsored by
the School of Business Administration. Workshop leader is Joseph F. Walker.
$45. Campus Center. For details call Professor John B. Payne, at extension 562.
8 p.m.: "Marat/Sade." See Tuesday, November 22, listing for details.
Thursday, November 24
Thanksgiving Recess.
Friday, November 25
Thanksgiving Recess.
8 p.m.: "Marat/Sade." See Tuesday, November 22, listing for details.
Saturday, November 26
3 p.m.: Men's basketball. At GVSC with Northeastern Illinois University .
8 p.m. : "Marat/Sade." See Tuesday, November 22, listing for details.
Monday, November 28
9 a.m. to 4 p.m. and 5 to 7 p.m.: Advance registration. Multipurpose Room,
Campus Center.
7:30 p.m.: Men's basketball. At Western Michigan University.
8 p.m.: Student recital. Donald Sikkema, voice. Accompanied by Ellen Pool, piano.
Louis Armstrong Theatre.

Exhibitions
Monday, November 21, to Friday, December 9
9 a.m. to 5 p.m.: Sculpture exhibit. Sponsored by the CAS art department. Campus
Center Art Gallery.

Channel 35 Highlights
Special. National Women's Conference.
Highlights of the National Women's Conference held in Houston, Texas. November 21, 10 p.m.

N.E. Illinois. Jim Gaver gives the play -byplay commentary for the game. November 26, 3 p.m.

Great Performances: Theatre in America. "The Seagull." Anton Chekhov's tale
about man's propensity to destroy those
he loves. November 23, 9 p.m. Repeats
November 24, 1 p.m .

Special. "A Farewell to Arms ." Gary
Cooper and Helen Hays star in the film
adaptation of Ernest Hemingway's story
about an American ambulance driver and
an English nurse on the Italian front of
World War I. November 26, 10:30 p.m.

GVSC Basketball. Grand Valley vs .

Advising
(Continued from page 1)
according to Sorensen, "is to review all
major and distribution requirements with
the student to insure satisfactory progress
toward degree completion." But he thinks
an equally important benefit would be
the increased awareness among CAS
faculty regarding the kinds of academic
problems students may be having.
"We expect an initial shock wave ," he
said, "but I am convinced we have a very
effective system. Over the next year we
want to conduct advising workshops to
help our CAS faculty become better
advisers. Our goal is to have an advising
specialist in every unit who is responsible
for assisting other faculty members of
that unit."
The new system will be tested November 21-23. Good luck.

Eddie Russ, jazz pianist and composer, will appear in Louis Armstrong Theatre Tuesday, November 22, at 8 p . m.

Jazz Concert Tuesday
Eddie Russ , one of the new jazz
pianists and composers who have attracted
enthusiastic audiences around
the
country, will give a concert with his
ensemble in Louis Armstrong Theatre
Tuesday evening. Janice Jarrett of Thomas
Jefferson College will appear with the
group, singing her own lyrics to some of
the tunes Russ has composed .
Russ, who was born in Pittsburgh ,
made his first big impression in Michigan
five years ago . But he has been playing
throughout the state for more than ten
years, from Ann Arbor to Petoskey and

in most cities between. Most recently he
has appeared at Kegler's Lounge in Grand
Rapids.
Russ plays acoustic and electric pianos ,
organ, melodica , vibes, celeste, synthesizer
and clarinet.
He has composed and arranged for
small groups and big bands, has written
radio and television commercials and
original compositions and taught theory
at Northern Michigan University.
Russ will teach a three-credit-hour jazz
workshop in Thomas Jefferson College in
the winter term .

Auditions
The Performing Arts Center will conduct general auditions during the last
week in November for the winter term
production, "The Hollow Crown." Casting
is open to all members of the campus
community and the . surrounding areas ,
and none of the roles have been pre-cast.
The play requires five male actors and
two female actresses.
The production will go into rehearsals
during the first week of the winter term,
and will be performed January 25 , 26,
27, 28. All rehearsals and performances
will take place on the Allendale campus
in the Louis Armstrong Theatre. Because
of the severity of weather conditions
during this time, rehearsals will be
schedule in the late afternoon.
AUDITIONS: 4-7 p.m ., Monday and
Tuesday, November 28 and 29, Campus
Center Theatre.

Special. "The Legend of Valentino."
This carefully researched documentary
examines the life and times of Rudolph
Valentino. November 27, 3 p.m.
Works in Progress. The Grand Rapids
Symphony Orchestra. The premiere
concert of the Symphony's Grand Series
features pianist Grant Johannesen. Videotaped on location on October 28, the
program also features intermission interviews with Johannesen and Maestro Theo
Alcantara, conducted by Gerald Elliott.
November 27, 6 p.m.

Seminar for
Secretaries
The School of Business Administration, in cooperation with Smith Associates, is holding two one-day seminars
for secretaries, administrative assistants
and other clerical persons on December 5
and 6. Called "Career Satisfaction Skills
for Secretaries," the seminars will be led
by Cecilia Collette Bronder, a specialist in
the design and presentation of programs
for people in business, government, and
education.
Topics to be covered in the seminars
are "A Starting Point - Where Are You
Now?"; "Improving Communications
Through Transactional Analysis"; "SelfAssessment and Personal Leadership";
"An Alternative to Being Pushy or Being
Pushed"; and "Test Your M.Q. - How
Mature Are You?"
The regular registration fee for the
seminar is $35 per person , including
lunch and materials. Employees at Grand
Valley wishing to attend should make
arrangements with their supervisors or the
Personnel Office. There is a 20 percent
discount for them, making the total price
$28 per person.
For more information call extension
562.

